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The Sea Post Offices on the
Panama Railroad Steamships:

1907 to 1917

By Thomas Brougham
The recent discovery of a new tyne of cancel

from the sea post offices on the steamships of the

Panama Railroad Company prompts a brief

recounting of the history of this service. The story

can largely be told with quotations from the
Canal Record.

October 30, 1907: "The postmaster of New
York has announced that after N ovem ber I. the

steamships of the Panama Railroad Company,

plying between New York and Cristobal will be

fitted with sea post offices, in which all the mails
to and from the Canal Zone will be distributed

while en route. It is understood that the first

steamship to be equipped with such a post office

will be the Colon, which will sail from New York

on October 3 J. A room for this purpose has been

(Continued on page 21 )

same today as in 1928. Apparently the original

four plates manufactured in J 928 are still in use,

and in any case the other four plates manufac

tured in 1953 seem to have the same design,

perhaps being entered with the same transfer roll

or at least having the same die for their "roots."

The I <!; Gorgas will presumably have only one

more birthday, for the Canal Zone Postal Service
is scheduled to terminate on October I. 1979; so

let us hail this philatelic world record holder on its
fiftieth birthday as it nears the end of its life~

Editor'!OVote. -N-orwaY;~&:-on Type"'KiO-:fifst
issued in 1893 has probably the claim to the

stamp design in use for the longest span of years.
However, the denominations and colors have

been changed through the years and no single

stamp has been in use for anywhere near 50 years.

The I <!; Gorgas surely has the honors for the

stamp in use the longest period of time without

any change in design, color, or denomination.

Fig. I. Scott No. 105.

The 1¢ Gorgas has undergone some small

changes during its 50 years. The ink varies from

the yellow green of 1928 to the green of today; the

paper is thicker now; the gum has changed from
yellow to white to the "flat" or dull gum of today;

and instead of the sheet of 400 being separated

into four panes of 100 stamps each by knives

cutting along imperforate guide lines, today the

guide lines are perforated and the panes are

separated by tearing along the guide lines. Aside

from these small changes, the I ¢ Gorgas is the

Happy Golden Anniversary, It Gorgas!
by Geoffrey Brewster

On October 3,1978, the l¢ Gorgas, Scott No. lOS, celebrates its Golden Anniversary of 50 years of

continuous use, The I¢ was the second stamp issued in the Canal Zone's Permanent Series, Although

the 1¢ Gorgas was available for issue on October I, 1928, which was the day of issue of the U Goethals,
Scott No, 106, the Canal Zone Postal Service appropriately chose to issue the 1¢ two days later on Oc

tober 3 in order to commemorate Gorgas' birthday, October 3, 1854. Despite its commemorative date

of issue, the I ¢ Gorgas is a definitive.

Canal Zone philatelists believe that the I ¢

Gorgas is not only the world's oldest stamp still in

normal use, but also the holder of the world

record for the longevity of normal use ora stamp.

And with every day of use the I ¢ breaks its own

record. Probably the only other stamps that even
come close to this record are other Canal Zone

stamps. The 50¢ Blackburn, Scott No. 114, is

only a little less than a year younger; the 10¢

Hodges, 15¢ Smith, and 20¢ Rousseau, Scott
Nos. 108, 111, and 112 respectively, are each well

over 46 years o!d~and the 3~ Goethals, Scott No.
117, is 44-yearsofdl The ·other old timers in the
Canal Zone's Permanent Series - the 2¢

Roosevelt, 5¢ Stevens, 25¢ Wallace, and 30¢

Williamson, Scott Nos. 138, 139, 140, and 113

respectively - are relative youngsters at between

38 and 29 years old f

Presidene s Report
George W. Stilwell

377 Rolling Rock Road
Mountainside, N, J. 07092

MAIL SALE No.7

tificate~ (stating ch\::y- \ve-r~ genuine) were all

counterfeit. One was Canal Zone No. 1 and by

looking at the picture in an auction catalogue one
could tell it had a counterfeit overprint. The two
others were Canal Zone No. 36 used with the 10

CTS. chemically removed. All of these cer

tificates were issued within the past 12 months. If

a competent Canal Zone collector had been asked
to look at these items, none would ever have been

issued a certificate stating that it was genuine.

If anyone believes he has a genuine used 36b, 10
CTS. omitted, I would like to see this item. I will

take a photograph of this item and return the

stamp and picture to the owner. A report will be

made on the number of good and chemically

removed overprints sent to me.

If you have a Philatelic Foundation certificate

issued in the last few years, you may want to have

it checked by a competent Canal Zone authority.
Their earlier certificates are more reliable, but

one still can find a few mistakes, as happens with

every expert committee, Fortunately, the Phila
telic Foundation is now taking steps so that in the

future Canal Zone experts will look at these items
before certificates are issued,

(Continued on page 23)

REMINDER: Closing date for receipt of
bids is October 12, 1978, no later than noon

E,D.T" at George W. Stilwell, 377 Rolling

Rock Road, Mountainside, New Jersey

07092.

Most collectors accept a stamp or cover with a

certificate to mean, "this item has been examined

by an expert in that field and that it is genuine."

Unfortunately this is not the case with all cer

tificates. As I stated in my last report, "It all

depends upon who has checked the item and who

signed the certificate." The American Philatelic

Society does use experts throughout the country
and the certificate is signed by Col. James T.

DeVoss, himself an expert on Canal Zone items.
As far as I am concerned APS certificates are the

best for Canal Zone and they are the only ones

that I would accept.
The last three items that I saw with P.F. cer-
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Except for a single large Canal Zone sale (re

viewed separately). there was very little material

offered at auction during the spring quarter. A

few expensive pieces were sold. Siegel obtained

the highest price yet for the famous missing
bridge error. Scott No. 157a, $5250 (S3500)

(cata]ogue price in parenthesis). There are 50
copies of this error in philatelic hands and one can

only conclude that the publicity surrounding this

error has created an extraordinary demand for it.

There are very many Canal Zone errors with only

one to ten copies in philatelic hands (see Check

List previously published in this journal) that sell

at a fraction of this price. The prices of these

items would obviously soar if the demand for
them ever becomes anywhere near that for the

missing bridge error.

Two other rarities sold by Siegel were a plate

block of six of No. JI4 for $1400 ($550) and a

plate block of six of the double overprint error.
No. J20c. for $1350 ($900).

Zeppelin covers mailed from the Canal Zone

continue to bring very high prices. Roger

Koerber offered the following group. The first is a
cover with an unusl!al routing. It was mailed in

Cristobal on May I. 1930 on the first flight to

Miami, then it went to New York. by ship to Ger

many. and finally by Zeppelin from
Friedrichshafen to Lakehurst. only 3 flown. It
sold for $1300. Another cover also had an unusual

routing. It was mailed on May 15, 1930 from

Copyright 1978 The Canal Zone Study Group

Auctions

Cristobal and went by plane to Havana, by plane

to Seville, Spain, and finally by Zeppelin from
Seville to Friedrichshafen. It sold for $]450. A

card mailed in Cristobal on May 22, 1930 with

Canal Zone stamps and 65c US Zeppelin stamp

to Lakehurst and by Zeppelin to Friedrichshafen,

25 flown, with light wrinkle, sold for $1050.
A cover with No. 106 with the USS New York

cancel of June I, 1930 and the beautiful Byrd

Antarctic Expedition cancel (or was it a cachet?)

was sold by Kenedi for $80.

We are still trying to improve our listing of
auction results. In the first column is the Scott

catalogue number followed by a description

where necessary. The price realized is followed by

the catalogue price (in parenthesis) as listed in the

auction catalogue. The following column lists a

code, explained at the end, which identifies the
auctioneer. All items are unused and without

serious defects unless mentioned otherwise. All

prices have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
39d block of 4 $185 ($180) SUP

3ge 190 (200) KEN

62a block of 4 73 (70) SUP

71d 140 (120) KEL

81 pI. block of6 1350 (1000) SGL

94 pI. block of 6 1600 (900) SG L
120-135 on FDC 80 SUP

C2 46 (50) HRK

C2blockof4 215 (210) SUP
C15-200nFDC 75 SUP

C25a 280 (325) HAR

COI-7blocksof4 135 (139) SUP

U I 34 (35) KEN

U2 34 (35) KEN

U3 3:;0 (400) KEN

U4 93 (110) KEN

UI4trifletoned 190 (200) HRK

UI5 60 (60) SUP

UX8 28 (30) SUP

HAR. Harmer of New York: HRK, Harmer,

Rooke; KEL. Kelleher: KEN. Kenedi: SGL.

Siegel: SUP, Superior.

Fox Sale
In May William Fox sold the largest Canal

Zone collection that has been offered at auction in

many years. It contained many of the rarer errors

and varieties that can only be obtained oc

casionally. The Canal Zone lots sold for $97.007.
Of this total $20,598 was realized for the lots

listed with only an estimated value. but no

catalogue value. The lots listed with a catalogue
value totaled $76,30 I and realized $76,4 IO. This

is a strong testimonial to the healthy state of the

market for Canal Zone material, as many items
included in that total had various defects. while

others were lots containing a number of stamps.

yet the entire collection sold for almost exactly
catalogue value.

Many of these stamps can be traced through

previous auction sales and almost all show large

increases in value. For example, a copy of Scott

No. Ib sold for $1100 ($800) which was purchased

in 1969 for S300. The catalogue price will be given

in parenthesis. A block of four of No. I with two

examples of 15mm PANAMA sold for $950
($925) which had been sold in 1969 for $400. A
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block of four of No. 2 purchased for $210 in 1969

sold for $600 ($450), while another similar block

purchased in 1970 for $130 sold for $550.

All members should have received a copy of

this catalogue. You should also order the prices

realized as a guide to current Canal Zone prices,

as I can only select a very few of the lots for com
ment here.

Scott No. 2d on cover $700: 4-8 on cover. $425:

11 (6) + J2 (2) on cover, $150; 3a with work-up

between PANAMA and bar. $1500: 10, ON

dropped in block of 4, $125 ($64): ]2, spaced Ai

in block of 4, $125 ($36): 12, PANAAM, used.

$190 ($200); 22a, $350 ($300): 22g, used. $750
($800): 24c, $2 I0 ($150): 27a, tissue paper on

back, $800 ($750): 3ge, $285 ($200).

Scott No. 40a, wrong head error. light crease,

used. $2800 ($3000): 46d, $525 ($350).

A very fine example of the 2c Type III sold for

the record price of $2200 ($850). No. 53b. $350

($300): 56d in block of 4, $900 ($500): 57, $135

($] 10): 57a. $625 ($500): 61d, $625 ($500): 67.

$525 ($400): same used, $ I 25 ($ I 10): 7 Id, $135

($120); 86a in block of9, $350 ($310); 91b, $425

($325).

No. 31c, $325 ($250); 32c, $575 ($300); 38c.

$625 ($500): 52b, $450 ($300): 53c, $450 ($325):

55e. the very rare pane made the incredible price
of $2 I00 ($600): 61 f. $750 ($500): 97b, $375

($140).

No. JI-3. $230 ($205); Ula. used, $375 ($250):

U2b, $425 ($250): U2c, $525 ($375): U 14, $250

($200); UFI, $750 ($600); UX2a. $325 (S200):

UX5, few stains, $500 ($600); UX6, $400 ($400).

The Stamp That Never Was
By George R. Campbell

According to a recent definition, "A postal

history collection is based on the study and

classification of posta] and philatelic items which

are directly relevant to the methods. routing. and

dispatch of postal communications ..... The
student of postal history draws much of his infor
mation from the collection of covers. whereon the

stamps illustrate the prevailing postal rates.

Usually, the cover's postal markings will

document the time and place of dispatch. and

perhaps the method of routing.

Occasionally, the contents of the cover can also

provide some insight into the development of

postal communications. The writer recently ac

quired an item which was described as a used ex

ample of Scott No. UCI (UPSS No. A I). post

marked at Balboa Heights, C.Z. on October I.

1928. This envelope type was the first air mail
item released by the Canal Zone Bureau of Posts.

It was prepared by overprinting the regular 2-cent
envelope issue (Scott No. U9: UPSS No. 10) with
horizontal red and blue bars across the face and a

boxed inscription at the lower lef:. The inscription

reads, "VIA/AIR MAIL/Envelopes of

this/design to be used/exclusively for air /

mail./Sender's address/must be shown

on/envelope." This envelope was issued on May

21, 1928. Prior to Lindbergh's inaugural flight

between Cristobal and Miami in February. 1n9.
there was no continuous air mail service to and

from the Canal Zone. Hence, these first air mail



envelopes were issued primarily to provide trans
portation of mail by sea to the United States and
subsequent conveyance within the United States
via domestic air mail routes. Additional adhesives

were required to complete the prepayment of the
U.S. air mail rate (5 cents per ounce, effective
August I, 1928). The cover described herein was
franked by a pair of the 2-cent Goethals definitive
(Scott No. 106). Although the purist might initial
ly wince at an apparent I cent short payment of
postage, his apprehension would be partially
offset by the recognition that the October I, 1928
cancel made this item a bona fide first day cover
for the 2-cent Goethals stamps. It is this kind of
surprise which contributes to the fascination of
philately!

But now, on to the contents of the cover: It is a
"form" letter from the Philatelic Agency at
Balboa Heights, dated September 10, 1928:

"Collectors and Dealers:
"F or some time the Director of Posts has been

negotiating with Washington, endeavoring to
obtain the new five cent air mail stamp surcharg
ed for use in the Canal Zone. These negotiations
have been unsuccessful, and it is not likely that
the Canal Zone will have an air mail stamp in the
near future.

"The amount of your remittance intended for
air mail stamps is being returned herewith.

"Respectfully,
"R. GRAHAM,

"Postmaster."

The "new" five cent air mail stamp cited in the
letter was U.S. "Beacon" issue of 1928(Scott No.
C II). The return of remittances to "m!lectors
and dealers" refers to orders sent to the Philatelic
Agency in anticipation of a release of these
overprinted air mail stamps - a release which
never occurred. An analogous situation would oc
cur 34 years later, when the Canal Zone Postal
Service contemplated the reprinting of the
Thatcher Ferry Bridge errors and many orders
were sent to the Agency, only to be returned later.

Postmaster Graham's comment regarding the
unlikelihood of a Canal Zone air mail stamp "in
the near future" seems, in retrospect, short
sighted. Within four months, the Canal Zone
would issue its first air mail stamp (Scott No.
C3). The stamp was prepared by surcharging the
2-cent Goethals definitive, and was released on
January II, 1929. It might have been the second
air mail issue, were it not for the "stamp that
never was".

Proposed 5¢ Airmail Stamp
By Gilbert N. Plass

In the preceding article George Campbell gives
us some interesting information about the propos
ed Set airmail stamp of 1928. To supplement this I
would like to present the following official
documents. A request was made to the
Washington Office of The Panama Canal to re
quisition a supply of surcharged air mail stamps

, from the Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Mr.
R.S. Regar, Third Assistant Postmaster General
sent the following letter on July 16, 1928 to Mr.
A.L. Flint, General Purchasing Officer of The
Panama Canal in Washington:

"My dear Sir:
"Receipt is acknowledged of your letter of July

5, requesting a supply of surcharged airmail
stamps and 2-cent stamp books for use in the
Canal Zone.

"This office will be pleased to place an order for
the 25,000 books of 12-2-cent stamps and 5,000
books of 24-2-cent stamps, as requested, but it is
suggested in the future, if impracticable to change
the present amounts, that these orders be drawn
for not less than a year's supply, in view of the
fact that each order requires a considerable
amount of correspondence as well as much extra
work at the Bureau of Engraving and Print
ing .....

"In view of the fact that the instructions of the

Department prohibit the use of air-mail stamps
on matter not intended for air-mail dispatch, it is
preferred that the order for 50,000 surcharged 5
cent air-mail stamps be cancelled as there does
not appear to be definite need for air-mail postage
in the Canal Zone. Furthermore, as the 5-cent air
mail stamp is printed in two colors the placing of
the surcharge thereon will greatly detract from
the good appearance of the stamp. Being a bi
colored stamp the cost of manufacture is several
times greater than that of the ordinary stamps.
Although a definite manufacturing price has not
been furnished of the air-mail stamp it will un
doubtedly not be less than fifty cents per
thousand.

"In this connection attention is also directed to

the fact that the surcharging of as small a quan
tity as 50,000 air-mail stamps would probably
cause considerable criticism from stamp collec
tors because of the enhanced value of an issue that
is relatively small .....

"A ttention is also directed to the fact that it
was the understanding of this Office when per
mission was first granted to surcharge United
States stamps for use in the Canal Zone that it
was a temporary measure only until a set of
stamps with appropriate designs could be
prepared for use in the Canal Zone exclusively,
the same as was done in the Philippine Islands. A
regular issue of this character would probably be
less expensive to prepare and, furthermore, would
be generally more satisfactory.

"A uthorization for the printing of the stamp
books requested in your letter will be deferred un
til you report whether the quantities may be in
creased to approximately a year's supply, and
also in regard to the elimination of that part of
your order relating to the surcharging of the 5
cent air-mail stamps."

Mr. Stacey C. Russell, Postal Inspector, after
receiving a copy of this letter, sent the following
memorandum to Mr. Crede H. Calhoun, Director
of Posts, which states in part:

"4. Air Mail Stamps. I recommend the
purchase of 250,000 (note that 200,000 were re

quested) if the U.S.P.P. Dept. approves the sale
and surcharge. The general public will undoubted
ly take full advantage of the cheap 5et rate on
letters to the U.S.A. and philatelic sales will more
than cover the cost of the issue. Any amount up to
500,000 would be a safe investment for us. If the
U.S.A.-Panama air mail route becomes effective
next year we can establish air mail rates in mul-
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tiples of 5¢ to the various destinations which will
afford a market for any surplus stamps of such
denomination. Again, the 'first-flight' dispatches
will undoubtedly be heavy and I predict that
within three months after receipt we will have
cleared $500 to $1000 above the cost of the
stamps by sales to stamp collectors ..... "

However, Mr. Regar did not change his mind
easily and terminated the question of surcharged
United States air mail stamps with the following
communication dated August 24, 1928:

"As this office understands the matter, it is not

believed that a sufficiently large amount of air
mail matter will be dispatched at Canal Zone post
offices to points in the United States to warrant
the preparation of overprinted 5-cent air-mail
stamps, particularly as ordinary postage stamps
of this denomination now on hand will suffice for

this purpose. No action will be taken towards the
furnishing of the overprinted stamp books unless
you advise further."

Thus the United States was unwilling to supply
the Canal Zone with airmail stamps and was not
to change this position for several more years.
The Canal Zone had issued its first air mail

envelopes on May 21, 1928 before any of the
above correspondence. These were reissued in a
somewhat altered design on Jan. II, 1929. On this
same date the Canal Zone issued its first air mail

stamp. The current 2¢ stamp was surcharged
locally at The Panama Canal Press at Mount
Hope creating a 25¢ denomination, Scott No. C3.

First Flights
Several interesting comments on our list of first

-flights-to and from-the Canal Z:one-fbeginning in
CZP, Vol. 9, p. 31 (1973) have been sent in by Dr.
Leo P. Biese. For CZSG No.4, he has a cover
with the receiving mark reading "TRANSITO"
instead of "RECIDO" and backstamped at
Limon on Jan. 3, 1925.

For CZSG No. 12, the emergency flight to
Costa Rica by Pan American Airways because
torrential rains had isolated San Jose, Dr. Biese
reports two covers that are backstamped at San
Jose on Jan. 14th and 15th. The latter cover con

tains the following note on friable yellowed paper
rubberstamped for Bliss "reached Port Limon,
Costa Rica Dec. 28 on scheduled time, but Costa
Rica authorities refused to allow the mail to

proceed to San Jose by plane, establishing their
own first flight - Limon to San Jose - mail,
and on account of a slide on the railroad all this

Canal Zone mail was returned to Cristobal by
Steamer, then thru the canal, and again by
steamer to Punta Arenas and up by rail to San
Jose which took 17 days for delivery of the First
Commercial Flight from C. Zone."

12¢ Zone Zone Error
In connection with our project to obtain

photographs of the rare Canal Zone stamps, we
would like to contact the present owner of the
single 12¢ ZONE ZONE error stamp, Scott No.
88a. The three other reported copies are part of
blocks, but the one we are seeking is a single
stamp. It was part of the Irma Blum sale of
Mozian in June 1958. If you own this stamp or
know where it is, please write to your Editor.



Fig, 11. Scott No. SSe,

Fig. 10, Scott No, 55d,

Fig. 12. Scott No. 56a.

Canal Zone Handbook
The authors, Gilbert Plass, Geoffrey Brewster

and Richard Salz, are working hard on finishing

the Canal Zone handbook, Chapter 15 has been

completed which deals with all the United States
issues overprinted with a sharp A form. Virtually
all of the illustrations for the book have been

completed. Good prints have been made of

approximately 700 different stamps to illustrate

all major numbers together with errors and
varieties. We no longer wish to predict when the
book will be finished, but will keep members in

formed of our progress.

Fig. 9. Scott "io. 55a.

Fig, 8, Scott No. 53d.

Previously only two examples were recorded of

the error ZONE only, Scott No. 55d. These are il

lustrated in Vol. 10, p. 16 (1974). One copy is in

an unused pair and the other is part of a strip of
five used on a cover addressed to Coveleski.

Another example has been found which is shown

in Fig. 10. Only part of the block of 12 is shown.
This block also contains an example of Scott No.

55b, horizontal pair, one without overprint. The
block also contains a vertical strip of three that

contains a normal stamp, one with ZONE only,

and one without overprint.
The rarest booklet pane of this period is un

questionably the Ie, Type V, Scott No. 55e. We
estimate that only five panes exist in collections as
we have been able to record only four panes and

have a report of an additional one in an auction
sale. One of these four recorded panes is shown in

Fig. II, a pane without the top selvage and a cor
ner defect.

One pane of 100 of the 2c value was found with

double overprint, Scott No. 56a, Fig. 12. Approx

imately 21 booklet panes of the 2c denomination
are estimated to be in the hands of collectors,

Scott No. 56g, Fig. 13.

Fig, 6. Scott No. 53a.

Fig, 7. Scott '\0. 53c

Two booklet panes of the 2c value of this issue
were found without overprint on the three left

stamps of the pane, Scott No. 53d. Only one of

these panes was left whole and this is shown in

Fig. 8. The other booklet pane was broken into a
block of four and a pair. The pair was used on a

cover by Coveleski, who handled so many of the

errors of this period (this is shown in Vol. 10, p.

13 (1974) ).

I n the Type V stamps, the Ic with inverted

overprint. Scott No. 55a. is another error that is

relatively common and we deduce that at least

several panes were saved for collectors. In the ex

ample shown in Fig. 9, the CANAL on the lower
left stamp is weak and only partially printed. This
is due either to poor inking or insufficient

pressure in the press.

Canal Zone Errors

By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page /6)

On the 2c value of Type IV the error inverted

overprint reading down, Scott No. 53a. is

relatively common and we may deduce that
several error panes must have been discovered

and saved for collectors. This error is shown in

Fig. 6. The normal booklet pane, Scott No. 53c,

Fig. 7, is another rare pane. We have estimated

that only 3 I panee exist in collections.
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Fig. 13. Scott No. 56g.

Westpex Meeting
Your local CZSG members held a meeting at

WESTPEX '78 on April 29, 1978. Readers might
be interested that this was the NINTH con

secutive yearly gathering held in San Francisco.
As usual the attendance was excellent with 24

Canal Zone collectors gathered to hear the latest

news and view a most interesting slide show on

early Isthmus maps and Panama stamps

overprinted for use in the Canal Zone.

A report was made on how to distinguish the

Pedro Miguel circubr date sJamp Dsed at the

branch post office at Camp Chiva from the one
used at the main post office at Pedro Miguel: in
stead of the usual three horizontal killer bars

above and below the "boxed I," there are only
two bars.

A Roosevelt Medal with 3 bars (a total of 8

years continuous service in the Canal Zone)

see CZ Scott No. 150 - was passed around for

all to examine. Many interesting covers were

presented for inspection and provided the basis

for lengthy discussion.

The meeting lasted for one and a half hours and

was followed by small groups talking about their

particular specialties. It was a rewarding get

together and we are all looking forward to our

local tenth regional meeting to be held next year.
- R.H. Salz

Quantities Issued
In response to an inquiry from your Editor. a

letter has been received from L. C. Hilzinger,
Director of Posts of the Canal Zone Postal Ser

vice, which gives the quantities issued of various

stamps no longer available from the Philatelic
Agency. The official quantities issued are: Scott

No. 139, 5c Stevens, flat plate. 7,070,000: No.
158, 6ft, Goethals Monument, 1,890,000; No. ] 59,
8¢, Fort San Lorenzo, 3,460,000: No. C44, 15c,

airmail, 2,385,000; C50, 13¢, airmail, 1,865,000;

C50a, 13c, airmail booklet, 6 I8,200 panes of 4:

No. U21, 8c + 2¢, envelope, short size, 56,500;

long size 67,000; No. UX 18, 5c + 1c, postal card,
100,500.

Sea Post Offices 
(Continued from page 17)

fitted up on the ship .... At present all mail to
the Zone is taken in bulk to Colon and distributed

thence to the various Zone stations, and on the

return trip all Zone mail is taken to the New York

post office and assorted before being sent to its

destination. Under the new arrangement the un

avoidable delays incident to the present method of

distribution will be eliminated, and a gain of

several hours in delivery will be secured, both in
the Zone and in the States."

December 18, 1907: "The name of the postal
service on the steamers of the Panama Railroad

Steamship Company has been changed from

"New York and Colon sea postal service" to

"New York and Canal Zone sea postal service."

A cancellation with wording similar to the

latter name is well known. A December ]6, 1908,

example of this cancel, probably from the ship

"Allianca," is shown in Fig. 1. I have an ad

ditional example dated June 9, 1908.

Fig. 1.

Member Alan Doyle has discovered a

cancellation with the original "N.Y. & COLON"

wording on a postcard addressed to Germany

bearing Scott No. 23 - two cents for the foreign
postcard rate (Fig. 2). The cancel is dated May],

1908, and was probably applied on the ship
"Panama" which sailed from Colon to New York

on that date.

Can any member report an additional example

of the "Colon" cancel or an earlier example of the
"Canal Zone" one?

The explanation for a Canal Zone stamp on

one card and a United States stamp on the other
is contained in an announcement in the Canal

Record of February 17, 1909: "The traveling
public is advised that Canal Zone stamps are not

valid for postage on steamers of the Panama

Railroad Steamship Company after the vessels

sail from Cristobal. United States stamps should

be used for postage, and they can be purchased

from the postal clerk on board." Canal Zone

stamps were required while the ship was in port.

These shipboard rail post offices were

transferred to the sea post service on October I,
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1912. A new postmark reading "U.S. SEi\. POST

CANAL ZONE" was put into use sometime
after that.

From the Panama Canal Record of January

17, 1917: "The sea post on the ships of the

Panama Railroad Steamship Line has been dis
continued. The last service was on the Advance,

sailing from Cristobal for New York on January
10 .... Discontinuance is attributed to reasons

of economy, as the business has not been justify

ing the expense. About fifty per cent of the mail

from the Isthmus for the United States goes via

New Orleans. At the time the sea post was es

tablished the Panama Railroad ships carried

practically all of the mail.

"The absence of the sea post will not interfere

with the delivery of letters to passengers on the

ships. Such letters will be delivered by the

Cristobal post office (or the New York office on

outward voyages) to the ship and handled by the

purser. In the same way, letters may be mailed

aboard ship by handing them to the purser."

This shipboard postal service was later re
established in 1921.

Report of the
Postal History Committee

by Tom Brougham
I recently spent some time at the Library of

Congress and the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. Both institutions contain in

teresting source material on the postal history of
the Canal Zone.

The'Cibrarf of 'Congress has' three postal

guides published by the Canal Zone Postal Ser

vice in 1915, 1922, and 1929. These guides contain

detailed instructions to postal employees concern

ing the proper handling of mail. All the various
services, rates, and routes are described. I have

made copies of all of the 1915 guide, most of the

1922 guide, and a few pages of the 1929 one.

The National Archives contain a large group of
official file records of the Canal Zone. A bout

three feet of these records deal directly with the

postal system. I was only able to do a very super

ficial examination of these records, obtaining
copies of about fifty pages which seemed in
teresting to me.

These file records will be of the utmost

usefulness in any future postal history projects.
Unfortunately, they are in poor condition - the

paper is very fragile; they are only accessible in

Washington; and some records are missing.

The cost of copying such a large amount of

material would be very great. But given the im

portance of the documents, their fragile state,
their relative inaccessibility, and the risk of

further loss, I think we should consider spending
some money to copy a major part of these
records.

Regrettably, among the documents missing at

present are all of the material on the Registry Ser

vice. It was precisely these documents which I
most wanted to examine and which I was best

prepared to work with. I very much hope that

they will eventually turn up.

(Continued on page 23)
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Current Canal Zone Stamps
Several stamps have recently been removed

from sale in the Canal Zone including the 6e and

8~ regular stamps and the 13e and 15e airmails.

At this time the following are on sale: regular

stamps, Ie, 2e, 3c, 4e,5e, 10e, 13c. 15c. 20c, 25c.

50e: 13e booklet: airmail stamps. JOe. lie. 20c.
22e, 25e, 30e, 35e, 80c: 11e booklet: precancels.

I c, 2c, 5e, 10e, 15c, 20e, 30e: coils. Ie. 3c. 4c. 5e,

lOe, 25c: envelopes, Be, l3c + 2c: postal cards,

8e, 8e + Ie, 8e + 2e. An order blank together

with ordering procedures may be obtained from

the Canal Zone Postal Service, Philatelic Agency,
Balboa, Canal Zone.



"Old Countries" Never Die

President's Report 
(Continued from page 17)

A cumulative index to the Canal Zone

Philatelist is mailed to all members. If you have

joined since 1977 and have not received your copy

a post card to R.H. Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San

Francisco, CA 94121 will have one to you by
return mail.

Variety of No. 16A

Fig. 1.

William Kuttner has found an unusual variety

of Scott No. 16a, see Fig. I. The font used for the

"I" in "I ct" is definitely the type used for No.
16a and not that used for Nos. J6 and J6b. On

this stamp "CANAL" is 2.5 mm below the upper
bar, "I ct" is 1 mm above the lower bar, and the

spacing between bars is 17.2 mm. This does not

correspond to the spacing on any stamp in either

the upper or lower panes of No. 16a (nor for that

matter of any position of Nos. 16 or 16b). The

type and printing seem to be the same as that used

for the regular issue, so that the stamp does not
seem to be a forgery. Could this possibly be an es

say or possibly something printed while the

spacings were being adjusted between the printing

of the upper and lower half panes? These two

panes have different spacings of the surcharge. If

any mem ber can shed any light on the status of

this stamp, please advise the Editor.

($2000); 92a, $2500 ($2000) (same prices for 92b

and 92c); 97, $15 ($12); 102a, $750 ($650); J 1, $15

($12.50); 13, $150 ($135); J14, $110 ($80); J18a,

$400 ($300); J21a, $700 ($600); 07, $10 ($7.50).

New Postal Stationery
In order to meet the new first class rate of 15lt

for letters and 10¢ for postal cards the following

items were placed on sale on July 5th. A 13lt + 2ct

envelope was printed using dies No. 124585 and

124586 for 200,000 of the short envelopes and die

No. 124585 for the long envelope. A postal card

with 8¢ + 2¢ was printed using both of these dies.

Only 50,000 of these postal cards have been

printed. Thanks to Col. R.A. Stevens for
this information.

All recent shipments of Canal Zone stamps

have been of stamps with flat gum as contrasted'

with the previously used shiny gum. Thus

everyone was surprised to receive the latest

shipment of the 5¢ Stevens rotary press printing

and to fmd that it had shiny gum. Previous print

ings were all supplied with flat gum.

The last day for the use of Canal Zone postage
stamps and postal stationery will be October I,

1979. On Oct. 2, 1979 Panama will open post of
fices at three locations in what is now the Canal

Zone. Only Panama postage stamps will be

accepted at these offices. United Sitates citizens
employed by U.S. Governmental agencies will use

the A PO system of the U.S. Air Force after Oct.

2, 1979 and U.S. postage stamps will be used.

Canal Zone stamps can not be used after this date

and re!"~in~e~ will be des~royed .

Date

wldrawn
10- 1-25

8-24-75

3- 9-78

First
Used

9- 1-77

3-31-78

3-31-78

Mailing
Office

HowardAFB

Cristobal

Balboa

Cristobal

Howard AFB

Howard AFB

Scott Vol. I Catalogue
Let me begin with congratulating the publishers

of the Scott Catalogue with the great im

provements in the 1979 Vol. I Catalogue.

Although there are more pages than last year, the

new catalogue is appreciably thinner. This is ac

complished through the use of a new thin paper

that is easier to turn as well as being tougher and

of better quality than the paper used last year. But

most important of all this paper allows the il

lustrations to show up much better. There were

complaints last year that many illustrations were

just blobs of black ink and that the design could

only barely be seen or in some cases not at all! In
all cases that I checked the illustrations are much

better in the new catalogue and the design is
visible.

If this catalogue were a stamp, it would be in

great demand at a high price as a major error. It

would be known as the missing Guernsey error'

An entire page listing the first 80 stamps of

Guernsey has simply been left out of the

catalogue!

But we are mostly concerned with the Canal

Zone listing. The prices have been thoroughly

revised since the Specialized catalogue appeared

last December and there are many increases.
These prices represent quite accurately the
current Canal Zone market at the time the

catalogue was prepared (probably around the

first of the year). There is an inevitable delay

between the preparation of copy and the dis

tribution of the catalogue which Scott has made

as short as possible for a book of this size. The

better Canal Zone ~aE1ps c0'llinue to seU at..
prices close to or above the catalogue prices.

We give a few comparisons of the 1979

Catalogue prices compared to those in the 1978

Standard Catalogue with the old prices in

parenthesis: Scott No. I, $210 ($175); 15, $900

($800); 17b, $6 ($7): 18, $27.50 ($22.50); 19, $25

($19): 21, $10 ($8); 22g, $900 ($750); 31a, $7000

($?OOO); 47, $950 ($800); 54, $80 ($55); 57, $125
($90); 67, $425 ($350): 70-81, $197 ($162); 84-95,

$193 ($]68); 76a, $2000 ($1750): 87a, $2250

Pitney Bowes Meters
ByR.H.Salz

It is practically impossible to keep up with the

various aspects of Canal Zone philately. But we
are fortunate to have meter collector Michael

Harkins of Dublin, Georgia, who has sent in the
latest information from the Canal Zone Postal

Service. Though Mr. Harkins is not a CZSG
member he is familiar with the meter articles

appearing in the CZP; it was most thoughtful of

him to forward the following information. Thank

you, Mike, for bringing us up-to-date as of April

I 1,1978.

Holder
Post Office

Royal Netherlands SS Agency
Esso Standard Oil SA Ltd.

Norton Lilly & Co., Inc.

24CSG/DAA
24CSG/DAA

CZSG Meter

Type Number
26

29

60

93
94

95

Model

5330

5330

5330

Postal History Committee
(Continued from page 21)

In all I have obtained about 115 pages of

material. I will provide copies to interested

mem bers. I estimate the cost of reproducing and

shipping an entire set at $8.00. (Any excess money
will be refunded.) Address orders to Box 443,

Berkeley, Calif. 94701.

The contents of this material will provide the

basis for future reports from the Postal History
Committee.

(Editorial, reprinted from

Western Stamp Collector, April 1974)

Commenting on the fact that Canal Zone

stamps will no longer be used, Kenneth A. Wood

writes: As the world changes, so do postal

authorities come and go, making it possible to

trace history through our stamp albums. While

many collectors tend to deplore these changes,

.and a few take it as a personal affront when their

.favorite stamp-issuing authority disappears from

the philatelic scene, it would be most unrealistic
not to expect change. Nothing is static in the

world, and postage stamps should not be regarded
as immune from this 'truth'.

Changes in the political map of the world need

not upset us in our philatelic pursuits. Indeed,
they can add considerable spice to our collections.

Looked at in the larger postal history sense,

does not the use of postal paper of more than one

country in a specific geographic area add enor

mously to the interest of a collection of that par
ticular area?

Regardless of what government controls an

area, the inhabitants require, and will have, postal

service. Thus its postal history will become

enriched by change, and a new dimension is added
to our collection.

Philatelically speaking, countries never die 

they do not even fade away - they merely com

plete one chapter of their philatelic history and

open up a new one.

Thus it may be with the Canal Zone, and

collectors of its issues, far from reaching an end

point, may well find new vistas opening up.
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New
34001

34002

34003

34004

34005

34006

34007
34008

34059

34060

34061

14¢ Varieties
There are several very striking broken letter

varieties on the 14c sharp A. flat plate stamp,

Scott No. 89. One is a broken "AL" of

"CANAL" in which a considerable part of these

two letters is missing (Fig. 1). The second variety

is a broken "0" in "ZONE", again with a large

chunk missing of the letter (Fig. 2). These are

constant varieties shown through the courtesy of

Dick Salz and Geoffrey Brewster.

Fig. 2. Broken "0",
Canal Zone APO Numbers

Thanks to CZSG member Douglas K.

Lehmann we are able to provide the following in
formation:

"In order to improve military mail service for

personnel stationed in Latin America. a militan

mail gatewav will be established at Miami.
Florida on I September 1978 to serve APO/

FPO's currently serviced by the Postmaster. New

York. Effective I September 1978. all mailers are

reminded to utilize the APO/FPO numbers that

are at the Miami post office as indicated below

for all personal and official mailings to Latin
America."

Location Old APO

Howard AFB 09029

Albrook AFB 09825

Quarry Heights 09826

Ft. Clayton 09827
Ft. W.D. Davis 09829

Ft. Kobbe 09832

Ft. Amador 09834

Ft. Gulick 09837

Balboa 09580

Galetta Island 09584

Rodman 09585

13¢ Towing Locomotive
The Canal Zone Postal Service has received

notification frOm the Bureau of Engraving and

Printing that the 15c commemorative size stamp

showing Locks and a Towing Locomotive will not

be ready until late October or early November
because of the many new United States stamps

being printed for the recent rate changes. Our
thanks to Bob Stevens for this information.

Canal Zone 6¢ Air Mail
- Dry Printing
By George W. Brett

(Reprinted from The Bureau Specialist.
Vol. XXVI. No.2. February 1955, pp. 35-39)

When the Bureau of Engraving and Printing

began to turn out dry-printed stamps early in

1954 one of the questions that came to mind was
whether or not the same plates used for wet print

ings could also be used for dry printings. The in
ferences of course were obvious as a great many

new varieties would be possible for the specialist if
this were feasible. The answer now is a most

emphatic yes and the evidence is available in the
6c Canal Zone air mail stamp. series of 1951.

issued in dry printing on September 29. 1954. As

the printing of the 8c bi-color ordinary of the
U.S., series of 1954. became better understood

and it was learned that no special techniques were

required in the making of the plates the
realization became more certain that in spite of

the greatly increased impression pressures of dry

printing that the tolerance limits of the hardened
and chromed plates as they had been made for

years would not be exceeded.
On March I. 1954. the Canal Zone Bureau of

Posts ordered 2.500,000 6c air mail stamps to

replenish stock in the usual course of business. At

present this particular stamp is the most used in
the Canal Zone assortment and the quantity

ordered approximates that needed for a year's

supply. Of course several weeks elapse in the nor

mal flow of handling requisitions before an order
from the Canal Zone arrives at the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing and in this case the for
mal order. issued by the Purchasing Department

of the Panama Canal Company in New York on
the Bureau. was dated March 22. 1954.

Shipments under this order were made piecemeal

by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing as

production permitted. The first lot of 300.000 was

dispatched on April 30. 1954. and a second lot of
680.000 on May 24. 1954. Both of these lots were

printed by the wet process. The Bureau's con
current experience on dry printing meanwhile had

developed to the point where they felt justified in

advising the Panama Canal Company in New
York of the benefits of the new process of printing

and this was done by letter of May 24. 1954:

"Recently this bureau has conducted ex

periments in plate printing certain stamps on dry

pregummed paper. The method used heretofore
has been to wet the paper, print the impression.

then dry, gum, redry. perforate and examine the
sheets. The wetting. drying and gumming of the

paper causes distortion which results in an inor
dinate amount of spoilage. Dry printing on

pregummed paper has been very satisfactory and
it is estimated that the cost of producing the

stamps by this method is approximately 20% less

than the cost of the present method.

"A sheet of 100-subjects of the 6c Canal Zone

air mail stamps printed on pregummed paper is

submitted herewith for inspection. It was printed
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from one of the same plates used heretofore in

producing stamps by the wet intaglio method.
However, due to the fact that the sheet was

printed dry its size is slightly larger. This bureau

could produce the balance of your current order

as well as future requirements by the dry method

on pregummed paper. provided your com pam'

has no objection.

"Your early advice on this matter will be

appreciated and you are requested to return the

sample sheet to this bureau for destruction."

When returning the sample sheet. the New

York office by letter of June 7. 1954. advised the
Bureau that in accordance with information from

the Canal Zone there was no objection to filling

the balance of this order "as well as future orders

with stamps produced by the dry method ...

Following this authorization the remainder of

the order was made up by dry printing and a final

shipment of 1.410,000 stamps so printed was

made by the Bureau on June 29. 1954. It will be
noted that the total of the shipments is different

from that ordered. i.e .. 2.390,000 against

2,500.000. This is of regular occurrence and

comes about for production reasons. orders being

handled with the understanding that there may be

a variation in the actual quantity shipped from
that ordered. The difference is usually within

approximate limits of 5% over or under the
ordered number, though sometimes the actual

difference has been as great as 200/c.The difficulty

comes in estimating possible spoilage to aver\'

close figure and it is not worthwhile for the
Bureau either to carry inventories of odds and

ends of Canal Zone stamps (although thev have

done so), Oi' to go back to press to make up small
underruns that may result.

(Continued in next issue)

Selected "Elusive"
C. Z. Items

#60b* (Pane of 6) V.F. & Cent .. part
tropical o.g.. slight age stain top tab
margin. RARE - only 2S believed
to exist. 1979 Cat. $450+ $500

#6ta* (Ovpt. down) F.-V.F .. mint. o.g ..
n.h .. '79 Cat. $75+ $100

#6Ib* (Ovpt. double) V.F .. fresh O.g..
'79 Cat. $225+. recent auction
realized $350 $325

#61* (2c carmine) Top right corner blk
of 6 with top plate no. & imprint
markings. very scarce $ 95

1162a*(5c ovpt. down) V.F.+. O.g.. n.h ..
'79 Cat. $20+ $ 15

Same (blk of 4) F.-V.F .. og .. nh. $ 50
#66* (50c black) Ex. Fine. o.g .. n.h .. '79

Cat. $60+ $ 75
Same (blk of 4) Ex. Fine. O.g. $250
Same (blk of 4) Used. neat double circle

cancels. very scarce & attractive $135
WHA T ELSE DO YOU NEED

IN ELUSIVE C.Z.O

Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available

Satisfaction or Immediate Refund

Gladly Sent on Approval with References

Installment Payment Terms If Desired
(No Interest or CarrY'ing Charges)

MASTER CHARGE accepted on
large orders.

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.
SP A 88 Beacon Street APS

Boston, Mass. 02108
CSA Phone (617) 523-2522 CZSG


